FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:

See New Norton Quantum Prime Grinding Wheels at Motion + Power Technology Expo

WORCESTER, MA, U.S.A. (June 9, 2021) — Saint-Gobain Abrasives, one of the world’s largest abrasives manufacturers, announced it will be featuring new Norton Quantum Prime Grinding Wheels at Motion + Power Technology Expo Booth #2309 from September 14–16, 2021 at America’s Center, St. Louis, MO. The new wheels have new, proprietary nano-crystalline ceramic grain which offers unprecedented productivity gains across a wide range of applications. The new Quantum Prime grain delivers exceptionally high grinding efficiency and part quality, as well as significantly longer wheel life than traditional ceramic grains.

“We are excited to offer our customers with a superior grinding solution which is producing substantial productivity increases,” said Rama Vedantham, Director of Product Management, Bonded and Superabrasives, Norton | Saint-Gobain Abrasives. “In an Outer Diameter (OD) Bearing Grinding application, the Quantum Prime Wheel resulted in 150% more parts per dress than a previous generation ceramic wheel, and also resulted in 300% faster rough/finish infeed for a plunge face grinding application compared with a competitive ceramic OD wheel.”

Norton Quantum Prime Wheels have several important advantages including a new micro-fracturing grain that has unparalleled sharpness and cutting efficiency which reduces power draw and cycle times, while increasing material removal rates. The unique grain is free cutting, which combined with advanced bond technologies such as Norton Vitrium3, allows Quantum Prime to wear more consistently, improving part quality, geometry and finish even at high material removal rates. Also, Quantum Prime has a more friable self-sharpening grain technology so grinding wheels stay sharper longer, reducing dress requirements and drastically improving wheel life.
Applications for new Norton Quantum Prime are diverse including OD, Centerless, Internal Diameter (ID), Gear, Toolroom, Disc, Surface, Flute and Creepfeed Grinding and Mounted Wheels. Also, newly introduced Norton IDeal-Prime ID Wheels for precision applications feature Quantum Prime grain embedded in an optimized matrix of Norton Vitrium3 bond. The combination of the micro-fracture properties of the new ceramic grain and the retention capability of the bond, ensures long wheel life, excellent grinding efficiency and consistent part quality which results in substantial cost savings.

Key industries for Norton Quantum Prime include Automotive, Aerospace, Energy, Primary Steel, Gear, Bearing, Cutting Tools, and Metalworking/ Engineering. Quantum Prime Grinding Wheels are made-to-order to meet customer requirements. The grain blends are available in all standard grain combinations, and bonds are organic or Vitrium3 vitrified.

For more information including a brochure with case studies, visit https://nortonsqa.us/QuantumPrime.

ABOUT SAINT-GOBAIN ABRASIVES

Saint-Gobain Abrasives offers powerful, precise, user-friendly solutions which enable customers to cut, shape and finish all materials in the most complex and challenging applications. By working closely with end-users and grinding expert partners, Saint-Gobain Abrasives designs and provides customized solutions to secure the best option for performance, cost and safety. Leveraging its global manufacturing presence, Saint-Gobain Abrasives serves its customers locally through its structured sales operations in over 27 countries, employing over 10,000 people.
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